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Why breastfeeding?

- Wide consensus over its benefits backed almost universally:
– Pediatricians and health authorities

– WHO

– ‘lactivism’

- Increasing adoption of breastfeeding and of exclusive breastfeeding 
as the default feeding option in the first months/years 

-A closer look on current evidence over benefits suggests that public 
and private campaign efforts may not be justified. Evidence is:

Contradictory

Observational. 

-But would randomization solve most problems?

NO
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Alleged benefits of breastfeeding

- Breastfeeding benefits for infants
- Higher I.Q. 

- Lower risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 

- Lower incidence of food allergies 

- Lower incidence of asthma

- Lower incidence of eczema

- Lower incidence of obesity

- Lower incidence of type II diabetes 

- Lower incidence of ear infections (acute otitis media)

- Lower incidence of respiratory infections

- Lower incidence of gastrointestinal infections

- Lower incidence of necrotizing enterocolitis in premature babies





Other effects of breastfeeding and formula feeding

- B’feeding impact on mother’s health:
- postpartum depression

- premenopausal breast cancer

- ovarian cancer

- retained gestational weight gain

- type 2 diabetes

- myocardial infarction

- metabolic syndrome

- B’feeding risks for infants:
- Increased risk of dehydration

- Increased risk of hypoglycemia

- Increased risk of neonatal Jaundice

- Increased risks of anemia 

- Increased risk of failure to thrive (length, weight and head circumference)



Selection bias and overestimation of effects

“Selection to treatment” bias: 

mother’s (family/household) characteristics affect 
both the feeding choice and the infant’s health 
outcomes



Strategies to minimize Selection Bias

1) Siblings studies: exploit intra-family variation
Limitation:
-Few databases 
-Limited subsamples for discrepancies of breastfeeding 

across siblings
-selection bias within each discrepant cases

2) Other,  “quasi-experimental” statistical methods: 
e.g., Propensity Score Matching 
e.g., Augmented probability weighting

3) Strategic selection of cases:
Countries where BFers show an alternative route to selection to the 
treatment

-A  distinct pattern of normativization. E.g., China 



Breastfeeding in China



Randomization

Kramer’s PROBIT study: Random allocation of BFHI training 
• 17,795 mothers at 32 sites. infants were followed up at 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months of 

age.

Infants from the intervention sites were:

• more likely to be breastfed at 12 months

• more likely to be exclusively breastfed at 3 months and at 6 months

• Statistically significant reduction in the risk of gastrointestinal tract infections and of 
atopic eczema.

• No statistically significant reduction in respiratory tract infection.
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Recalcitrant selection bias

“Selection of the treated” bias: 
-child’s characteristics affect the duration of treatment

-neonatal health is likely to predict b-feeding success

- DOSE RESPONSE: DURATION OF BREASTFEEDING DEPENDS ON ITS SUCCESS. 

Other, adjunct biases involved:
“Administration” bias: 

administration of breastmilk is inseparable from mother’s attention to baby, so effects 
of the two treatments can be confounded 

“Self-fulfilling” bias: 
induced adoption of treatment may not benefit infants for which breastfeeding is 
difficult, thus further biasing results



Breastfeeding
• Supply-demand system

– Imperfect: unobservable characterististics of both mother
(supply) and demand (infant) affect the b’feeding process

• Duration of b’feeding depends on mother’s
socioeconomic constraints and preferences but
also, crucially, on the characteristics of the S-D 
dyad
– S: Approximately 5-20% mothers have delayed

lactogenesis II and unsufficient supply (lack of reliable
data!)

– D: No reliable data on the determinants of b’feeding ability
in babies. Tied tongue, low muscle tone, etc. 
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Possible solutions:
• Clinical studies in which milk and interaction can be separated (i.e. pre-

term children fed with mother’s breast milk (in bottle), mother’s breast 
milk from breast, donor’s breast milk in bottle, compared with children fed 
with formula): very complex data-collecting process

and

• Close examination of the mother-child dyad: 
further understanding is needed of the 
mechanics of breastfeeding: 
– a complex supply-demand system

• Randomization is not only impractical and/or 
unethical. 
– It could exacerbate selection problems



Breastfeeding

• Supply-demand system
– Imperfect: unobservable characterististics of both mother

(supply) and demand (infant) affect the b’feeding process

• Duration of b’feeding depends on mother’s
socioeconomic constraints and preferences but also, 
crucially, on the characteristics of the S-D dyad
– Approximately 5-20% mothers have delayed lactogenesis II 

and unsufficient supply (lack of reliable data!)

– No reliable data on the determinants of b’feeding ability in 
babies. Tied tongue, low muscle tone, etc. 

• Notwithstanding these factors, pro-breastfeeding
campaigns are targeted UNIVERSALLY



Discussion:

Heterogeneous effects and current promotion strategies

- Benefits are targeted (i.e. preterm babies, developing 
countries, etc), and modest but recommendations are 
universal.

- No evidence that benefits are due to exclusive breastfeeding; 
yet, policy focuses on exclusiveness.

- The aim of universality can endanger vulnerable babies and 
mothers.
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THANK YOU



Discussion

In light of this evidence and its flaws, can this be considered 
strong evidence? No

Formulation of policy recommendations based on weak medical 
evidence, uncritical reception from policy makers.

This applies to other topics in public health, but also outside the 
health domain.


